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Toyo Ito – Architecture and Place

CURRENTS
5 CAAU to Design International Conference Center in Burkina Faso / Sauerbruch Hutton Wins Low2No International Competition / BIG Wins Competition for the World Village of Women Sports

PREFACE
10 Architecture and Place / Toyo Ito

ESSAY
12 Building in Taiwan / Rintaro Yabe
16 Taichung Metropolitan Opera House
42 National Taiwan University, New College of Social Sciences
52 Songshan Tobacco Plant Culture Park

ESSAY
60 Building in Spain / Yutaka Kita
64 Extension for “The Fair of Barcelona Gran Via Venue” + Torres Porta Fira
76 Gavia Park

ESSAY
80 Building on the West Coast of USA / Ryu Mitarai
84 University of California, Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive

ESSAY
98 Building in Chile / Isadora Droppelmann Lira
102 White O

ESSAY
106 Building in Singapore / Yoshitaka Ihara
110 VivoCity
114 Belle Vue Residences
118 Market Street Tower

ESSAY
124 Building on an Island in the Seto Inland Sea / Michiko Okano
128 Toyo Ito Architecture Museum in Imabari
144 The New Deichman Main Library Competition in Oslo, Norway

CONVERSATION
CURRENTS
5 Extension for Kunstmuseum Basel by Christ & Gantenbein AG Architekten / Oslo’s “Crystal Clear” Landmark Towers / Foster and Partners Designs Campus Biometropolis in Mexico

ESSAY
10 Testing Ground: Emergent Green Materials and Architectural Effects / Blaine Brownell
16 sauerbruch hutton. Museum Brandhorst

ESSAY
26 Augmenting Collage City / Raymund Ryan
30 Foreign Office Architects. John Lewis Department Store and Cineplex
40 3DELUXE. Leonardo Glass Cube
48 Stefano Boeri Architetti. Ex Arsenal at La Maddalena
56 Asymptote. The Yas Hotel
62 Caruso St John Architects. Nottingham Contemporary
72 Eduardo Souto de Moura. Museu Paula Rêgo
80 David Chipperfield and b720 Arquitectos. City of Justice
86 Mangado y Asociados, S.L.. Archaeology Museum of Vitoria
92 UN Studio. MUMUTH, House for Music and Music Theater
100 HHF architects and Ai Weiwei. Artfarm
104 Heatherwick Studio. Aberystwyth Business Units
108 MMA Architects. Design Indaba 10x10 Housing Project
112 Treusch Architecture. Extension of the Ars Electronica Center
118 Chuck Hoberman. Expanding Video Screen for U2 360° Tour
122 Architektur & Landschaft. Landmark in the Lusatian Lakeland
Reinvigorating 20th Century Masterpieces

CURRENTS
5  SO-IL Wins MoMA/P.S.1 11th Annual Young Architects Program / OMA
    Wins Competition for New Chu Hai College Campus in Hong Kong / LAN
    Architecture Wins Two Competitions in France
10  Gensler. TWA Terminal and JetBlue Airways’ Terminal 5
20  Diller Scofidio + Renfro. Alice Tully Hall
34  Gwathmey Siegel & Associates Architects. Yale University Arts Complex
44  Polshek Partnership Architects. Yale University Art Gallery

ESSAY
52  Restoring Yale / Paul Needham
58  Brambach und Ebert Architekten and Pfister Schiess Tropeano & Partner.
    Conservation of the Bauhaus Building in Dessau

ESSAY
68  The Bauhaus Revisited / Ulf Meyer
70  Wank Adams Slavin Associates. Conservation of the Solomon R.
    Guggenheim Museum

EXHIBITION REVIEW
78  Frank Lloyd Wright: From Within Outward / John Gendall
80  Krueck + Sexton Architects. Crown Hall IIT
86  Richter & Dahl Rocha. Nestlé WellNes Center
94  Allies and Morrison Architects. Royal Festival Hall
100  John McAslan + Partners. De La Warr Pavilion
106  Álvaro Siza Vieira. Leça Landscaping Project and Swimming Pool
114  Utzon Architects and Johnson Pilton Walker. Sydney Opera House
    Renovation Projects
118  Le Corbusier and José Oubrerie. Firminy Church
CURRENTS

INTERVIEW
8 Transcending Regional Differences: 2010 Pritzker Prize / Kazuyo Sejima and Ryue Nishizawa

ESSAY
16 Ethics + Aesthetics: Digital Membranes for an Ecological Era / Daisuke Hirose
19 CASE / Center for Architecture Science and Ecology
22 Office dA
24 Contemporary Architecture Practice
26 Evan Dougls Studio
28 Peter Macapia
30 Proxy
32 AUM Studio
34 Preston Scott Cohen

INTERVIEW
36 Miami Design Progress, Architecture and Environment / Terence Riley
42 James Corner Field Operations and Diller Scofidio + Renfro. The High Line

ESSAY
62 Green Stimuli / James Corner
68 Polshek Partnership Architects. The Standard New York
74 WORK Architecture Company. Diane von Furstenberg Studio Headquarters
80 Frank O. Gehry. The IAC Building Beekman Street Housing
92 Morphosis. 41 Cooper Square
104 Weiss/Manfredi. The Diana Center at Barnard College
110 Sustainability Survey vol. 1: Currents in Sustainability in the USA: New York City / Adam Yarinsky
120 Architecture Research Office and Della Valle Bernheimer. R-House
124 Jean Nouvel. Tour de Verre
126 MoMA/P.S.1 Young Architects Program. P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center
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Living In, Looking Out

CURRENTS
5  51-1 Arquitectos and Ctrl G Win Competition to Design Modern / Art Museum of Medellin / OMA Wins Competition for the Musée National des Beaux-Arts du Québec

EXHIBITION REVIEW
7  "Shisei no Sankyo” by Moriihiro Hosokawa

REVIEW
8  ISSEY MIYAKE Autumn Winter 2010 Collection
10  Herzog & de Meuron. VitraHaus

QUESTIONNAIRE
24,64,102  My Favorite House: Editors of International Architectural Magazines
26  Shim-Sutcliffe Architects. The Integral House
34  Johnston Marklee and Diego Arraigada Arquitecto. View House
42  selgascano. House in La Florida
50  Antón García Abril. Hemeroscopium House
58  Irisarri + Piñera. Redondela House
66  SeARCH and CMA. Villa Vals
72  Studio Mumbai. Utsav House
78  Pezo von Ellrichshausen Architects. Fosc House
84  dRMM. Sliding House
90  Elding Oscarson. Townhouse Landskrona
96  Tony Fretton Architects. House for Anish Kapoor and Family
104  Matharoo Associates. House with Balls
110  m&a. House on the Roof
114  FAR frohn&rojas. Wall House
118  MOS. Floating House

ESSAY
122  Rebuilding Haiti / Karl Johnson
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Expo 2010 Shanghai + Architecture in Beijing

CURRENTS
5 Stefano Boeri Architetti Wins Housing Competition in Kazakhstan / schmidt hammer lassen Wins Competition to Design Malmö Cultural Center

8 Map of Expo 2010 Shanghai

ESSAY
10 Focus on Livable Cities: Concern with Harmonic Development – Summary of the Expo 2010 Shanghai China / Zeng Qun

14 Heatherwick Studio. UK Pavilion
26 Benedetta Tagliabue. Spanish Pavilion
38 BIG. Danish Pavilion
46 Helen & Hard. Norwegian Pavilion
52 SPAN and Zeytinoglu Architects, Austrian Pavilion
53 He Jing Tang, Pan Gong Kai, Huang Jian Cheng, Yao Kai Yang, Lu Chuan etc., Chinese Pavilion

54 Tamás Léval, Hungarian Pavilion
55 Zaha Hadid, Egyptian Pavilion
56 Buchner Bründler Architects, Swiss Pavilion
58 Shigeru Ban Architects, Paper Theater, Japan Industry Pavilion

60 Schmidhuber + Kaindl, German Pavilion
61 John Körmeling, Dutch Pavilion
62 Sweco, Swedish Pavilion

64 SBA Architects, Expo Boulevard (Expo Axis)
64 P.A.P. ER architectural team, Russian Pavilion
65 Kay Ngee Tan Architects, Singapore Pavilion
65 Haim Dotan, Israeli Pavilion
65 Giampolo Imbrighi, Italian Pavilion
65 Foster and Partners, UAE Pavilion
66 Sabbagh Arquitectos, Chilean Pavilion
67 AET- Arhitektid, Estonian Pavilion

68 WWA Architects, Polish Pavilion
69 Warren and Mahoney Architects, New Zealand Pavilion
70 Wood/Marsh, Australian Pavilion

72 Government of Canada and Cirque du Soleil, Canadian Pavilion
73 Slot, Mexican Pavilion
73 Francois Valentiny, Luxembourg Pavilion

73 Nihon Sekkei, Japanese Pavilion
73 Natalija Miodragovic and Darko Kovacev, Serbian Pavilion

74 JKMM Architects. Finnish Pavilion
82 Jacques Ferrier. French Pavilion

ESSAY
94 Becoming Beijing: Developer-Architect Dynamics in Socio-Political Context / Ling Fan, Cressica Brazier, Tat Lam
100 MAD architects. Hutong Bubble 32
104 Approach Architecture Studio. Iberia Center for Contemporary Art
108  EXH design. Embassy of Switzerland, Extension of Visa Section
112  WSP Architects. Courtyard Suites of Spring Valley Resort
118  Li Hua / TAO. TAO Architect’s Office
122  Xiao Wei Ma / MASAA. Living in Heaven
CURRENTS
8 SHoP Architects to Design Botswana Innovation Hub / MVRDV and ADEPT Win Competition for House of Culture and Movement / Erick van Egeraat Wins Competition for VTB Arena Stadium in Moscow

12 Christian Kerez, Leutschenbach School
28 Gigon / Guyer, Swiss Museum of Transport
38 EM2N, Hotel City Garden Conversion Rosenberg
48 Valerio Olgiati, The New Visitor Center for the Swiss National Park
56 Localarchitecture and Bureau d’Architecture Danilo Mondada, A Temporary Chapel for the Deaconesses of St-Loup
60 Peter Märkli, Swiss Re Next
68 Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETH Zurich) /Studio Monte Rosa, New Monte Rosa Hut
76 Gramazio & Kohler, Private House in Riedikon
82 Gramazio & Kohler, Research in Digital Materiality Conducted at Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETH Zurich)
94 Miller & Maranta, Spa Samedan
100 Miller & Maranta, Villa on the Lake Shore
106 Christ & Gantenbein AG Architekten, Swiss National Museum, Restoration
112 Christ & Gantenbein AG Architekten, Swiss National Museum, Extension
114 Markus Wespi Jérôme de Meuron architects, Wood House in Caviano
118 amrein giger architekten, Villa Sarona, Residential Care Home
122 Boltshauser Architekten, Atelier Dubstrasse

64 Sustainability Survey vol. 2: Sustainability in Switzerland / Sylke Gruhnwald
128 Climate as a Design Factor / Roman Brunner, Christian Hönger
Recent Projects

CURRENTS
7 James Corner Field Operations to Design Qianhai / Bernard Tschumi Architectes Selected for New Building at Le Rosey / Henning Larsen Architects to Design Batumi Aquarium
10 Antón García Abril, The Truffle
24 Ai Weiwei, Luis Aldrete, Christ & Gantenbein AG Architekten, Dellekamp Arquitectos, Elemental, Godoylab, HHF architects, Omar Orlaineta, Periférica, Tatiana Bilbao, Taller TOA, Route of Pilgrim
38 David Chipperfield, Neues Museum
54 David Chipperfield, Am Kupfergraben 10
62 Álvaro Siza Vieira and Rudolf Finsterwalder, Museum of Architecture, Insel Hombroich Foundation

ESSAY
70 The “Hombroich” Art Island in Germany – A Unique Spot for Architecture / Ulf Meyer
72 Max Dudler, Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm Center, Central Library of Humboldt University, Berlin
80 Fink+Jocher, Urban Block in Neu-Ulm
88 Herzog & de Meuron, 1111 Lincoln Road
102 Zaha Hadid, MAXXI – National Museum of the 21st Century Arts
114 Alberto Campo Baeza, The MA: Andalucia’s Museum of Memory
122 Jean Nouvel, Serpentine Gallery Pavilion 2010
128 Adjaye Associates, Moscow School of Management, SKOLKOVO
CURRENTS
5  Banco Ciudad de Buenos Aires Project Secured by Foster and Partners / Rafael Viñoly Architects Selected for Edward M. Kennedy Institute / Lisbon Cruise Terminal by João Luís Carrilho da Graça

EXHIBITION REVIEW
10  Agnosian Fields by Didier Fiúza Faustino / Yasushi Zenno

ESSAY
14  Slow Architecture / Laurent Beaudouin

18  Marc Barani, Landscaped Cemetery of Valbonne Sophia Antipolis
26  Emmanuelle Beaudouin, Laurent Beaudouin and Aurélie Husson, Truchtersheim’s School of Music and Mediatheque
36  Emmanuelle Beaudouin, Laurent Beaudouin and Aurélie Husson, Montaigu College
44  Jean-Jacques Begue, Bernard Peyrichou, Hervé Beaudouin and Benoît Engel, Museum of Arts in Cognac
52  Hervé Beaudouin, Maison des Associations
58  Perraudin Architectes, Monastere de Solan
64  Atelier Fernandez & Serres Architectes, Villa Boisseau & Children’s Cabin
72  Bernard Quirot Architecte + Associés, Louis Lumière College
78  Bernard Quirot Architecte + Associés, Cherry’s Eco-Museum in Fougerolles
82  Barclay & Crousse, Maison H
88  Atelier Jean-Pierre Pranlas-Descours Architecte Urbaniste, 25 Dwellings, Montreuil-sous-Bois
94  Richter Architectes, La Mosaïque in Lure
100 Yves Ballot and Nathalie Franck, Groupe Scolaire Nuyens
108 Bernard Desmoulin, Leo Delibes Music, Dance and Drama Academy
114 Dominique Coulon, Theater in Montreuil

EXHIBITION REVIEW
124 Where Is Architecture? Seven Installations by Japanese Architects, Freed from Contingencies / Seng Kuan
CURRENTS
5 Bibliothèque Multimédia à Vocation Régionale by OMA / Winner of the Museum of the Second World War Competition in Poland Announced

HISTORY
8 Essay: From St. Johann Works to Novartis Campus / Walter Dettwiler

MASTER PLAN
22 Essay: The Novartis Campus Master Plan: An Architectural Communication Device / Vittorio Magnago Lampugnani

LANDSCAPING
30 Essay: Landscape Architecture: Street and Squares / Peter Walker

NEW WORKPLACE AND SUSTAINABILITY
36 Essay: Sustainability – Novartis Campus / Roger Müller

ART
44 Essay: Art on the Novartis Campus in Basel / Jacqueline Burckhardt

ARCHITECTURE
50 Marco Serra, 2 Fabrikstrasse
62 Diener & Diener Architekten with Helmut Federle and Gerold Wiederin, Forum 3
70 Kazuyo Sejima + Ryue Nishizawa / SANAA, 4 Fabrikstrasse
76 Peter Märkli, 6 Fabrikstrasse
90 Taniguchi and Associates, 10 Fabrikstrasse
100 Studio di Architettura, 12 Fabrikstrasse
108 Rafael Moneo, 14 Fabrikstrasse
116 Adolf Krischanitz, 16 Fabrikstrasse
122 Fumihiko Maki + Maki and Associates, Square 3
128 David Chipperfield, 22 Fabrikstrasse
134 Tadao Ando Architect & Associates, 28 Fabrikstrasse
140 Frank O. Gehry, 15 Fabrikstrasse
CURRENTS
5 BIG to Design Taipei’s Technology, Entertainment & Design Center / Winning M9 Competition Entry by Sauerbruch Hutton / Erick van Egeraat Builds the New Roskilde Incineration Line

ESSAY
10 Jože Plečnik (1872–1957) / Damjan Prelovšek

15 Villa Langer
21 Langer House
27 Zacherl House
35 Church of the Holy Ghost
45 Church of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
53 Prague Castle
71 Chamber of Trade
81 Plečnik House
95 Triple Bridge
105 Villa Prelovšek
111 National and University Library
123 Žale Cemetery
135 Sluice Gate

140 Jože Plečnik. Project List 1900–1957

Oprac. BPK